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… Overall, what did the New Deal do? 
 

First, it addressed the unemployed. A Federal Emergency Relief Administration provided direct 
assistance to the states, to pass it on to those out of work. The next winter, a work-relief program provided jobs 
in the brief period it existed. Then, in 1935, FDR created the Works Progress administration, which paid all 
kinds of people, including artists, actors, and authors, to work and built new schools, bridges, and other 
structures around the country. It was expensive, to be sure, but it made a huge economic and emotional 
difference to the people it assisted. 

Second, the New Deal sought to do something to promote recovery. The National Recovery 
Administration attempted to check unbridled competition which was driving prices down and contributing to a 
deflationary spiral. It tried to stabilize wages, prices, and working hours through detailed codes of fair 
competition. Meanwhile, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration sought to stabilize prices in the farm 
sector by paying farmers to produce less. 

Finally, over the course of the New Deal, the administration addressed questions of structural reform. 
The Wagner Act, which created the National Labor Relations Board in 1935, was a monumental step forward in 
giving workers the right to bargain collectively and to arrange for fair and open elections to determine a bargain 
agent, if laborers so chose. The Social Security Act the same year was in many ways one of the most important 
New Deal measures, in providing security for those reaching old age with a self-supporting plan for retirement 
pensions. But there were other reform measures as well. The Securities and Exchange Commission and Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation were new. And the Glass-Steagall Act, only recently repealed with frightful 
consequences, separated commercial and investment banking. The New Deal was responsible for some powerful 
and important accomplishments. It put people back to work. It saved capitalism. It restored faith in the American 
economic system, while at the same time it revived a sense of hope in the American people. But economically, it 
was less successful.  

Monetary policy, as Christina Romer1 has suggested, made the most difference. Fiscal policy didn’t 
really work because it wasn’t really tried. Why, then did the New Deal fail to achieve economic recovery? The 
answer rests with the theoretical speculations of English economist John Maynard Keynes. 

In 1936, he published his powerfully important book The General Theory of Employment, Interest and 
Money, but he had been lecturing about the concepts for several years to his Cambridge University students. 
Basically, Keynes argued that depressions would not disappear of their own accord. It was rather necessary to 
take aggressive action to jumpstart the economy. Ideally, such action should come from the private sector. But if 
such a response was not forthcoming, the government could act instead. It could spend massive amounts of 
money on public works or other projects, or cut taxes, or both. What was necessary, in Keynes’s phrase, was 
deliberate, sustained countercyclical spending. 

Keynes came to the United States and had one ill-fated meeting with FDR. Neither man understood the 
other. Keynes remarked that he had “supposed that the President was more literate, economically speaking.” 
FDR simply commented that Keynes “left a whole rigaramole of figures. He must be a mathematician rather 
than a political economist.” And that was that. Furthermore, the New Deal often worked in counterproductive 
ways, at least economically. 

Whereas Keynes demanded what we would today call a major stimulus package, and while the New 
Deal did spend more than ever before, it also embarked on contradictory initiatives. For example, the 
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Agricultural Adjustment Administration spent large amounts of money to take land out of circulation, to cut 
down on production and thereby raise prices. But it diminished the effect of that spending by paying for it with a 
sizeable processing tax. Likewise, Social Security, which aimed to plow a huge amount of money into pensions, 
was not slated to make payments until 1942, but began taking money out of circulation through a withholding 
tax long before then. 

The New Deal also alienated businessmen, something Keynes counseled against. “Businessmen have a 
different sense of delusions from politicians,” he once said. “You could do anything you liked with them, if you 
would treat them (even the big ones) not as wolves and tigers but as domestic animals by nature,  even though 
they have been badly brought up and not trained as you would wish.” The NRA alienated business, and never 
did encourage private expansion or investment. It may have halted the deflationary spiral, but it failed to create 
new jobs. And it contributed to a measure of ill will. As Roosevelt got frustrated, his rhetoric marginalized 
business interests. Speaking of business interests in the reelection campaign of 1936, he proclaimed, “They are 
unanimous in their hate for me – and I welcome their hatred.” That may have helped politically, but it hurt 
economically. Fiscal policy, in short, along the lines Keynes counseled, did not work because it was never really 
tried. The unemployment rate never dropped below 14 percent, and for the entire decade of the 1930s, it 
averaged 17 percent. 

Slowly, however, the New Deal learned fiscal lessons In 1937, assuming that the economy was 
improving and could manage without assistance, Roosevelt slashed half of all WPA jobs and cut the allocation 
to less than a third of what it had been. At the same time, workers were just beginning to contribute to Social 
Security, though payout were still in the future. Industrial production fell [sharply]. The stock market plunged. 
Unemployment soared back to 19 percent. A quick restoration of spending brought matters under control. But 
spending for World War II really vindicated Keynes and his theories. 

With the onset of the war, even before American entrance, defense spending quadrupled, and 
unemployment vanished virtually overnight. The lesson was clear. There was no need to suffer the ravages of 
depression any longer. We now had the tools to help the economy revive. Some parts of the New Deal worked; 
some did not. The New Deal restored a sense of security as it put people back to work. It created the framework 
for a regulatory state that could protect the interests of all Americans, rich and poor, and thereby help the 
business system work in more productive ways. It rebuilt the infrastructure of the United States, providing a 
network of schools, hospitals, and roads that served us well for the next 70 years. 

Did the New Deal, as has sometimes been charged, exacerbate and extend the Great Depression? 
Hardly. The regulatory state provided protections that benefited all Americans. The administration could have 
treated business interests better, but they were often responsible themselves for the antagonism  that persisted 
throughout the 1930s. Fiscal policy would certainly have worked better had it been better understood. The fact 
that we were slow to embrace Keynesian theory is one of the disappointments of the decade. 

Today, the lessons are clear. Government can make a difference. A major stimulus is essential and can 
promote recovery. We need to ensure that measures do not work in contradictory ways against the stimulus. We 
can do something about unemployment. It is as important today as it was in the 1930s to bolster security, as we 
turn our attention to health care reform just as the New Deal crafted a program, pathbreaking for us, for 
retirement assistance. The New Deal made a profound difference in people’s lives and in the lives of our nation. 
Now it behooves us to learn from the lessons of the 1930s and take the actions necessary to promote a return to 
prosperity.  
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 Democratic presidential candidates as well as some conservative intellectuals, are suggesting that 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal is a good model for government policy today. 
 
Mounting evidence, however, makes clear that poor people were principal victims of the New Deal. The 
evidence has been developed by dozens of economists — including two Nobel Prize winners — at Brown, 
Columbia, Princeton, Johns Hopkins, the University of California (Berkeley) and University of Chicago, among 
other universities. 
 
New Deal programs were financed by tripling federal taxes from $1.6 billion in 1933 to $5.3 billion in 1940. 
Excise taxes, personal income taxes, inheritance taxes, corporate income taxes, holding company taxes and so-
called “excess profits” taxes all went up. 
 
The most important source of New Deal revenue were excise taxes levied on alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, 
matches, candy, chewing gum, margarine, fruit juice, soft drinks, cars, tires (including tires on wheelchairs), 
telephone calls, movie tickets, playing cards, electricity, radios — these and many other everyday things were 
subject to New Deal excise taxes, which meant that the New Deal was substantially financed by the middle class 
and poor people. Yes, to hear FDR’s “Fireside Chats,” one had to pay FDR excise taxes for a radio and 
electricity! A Treasury Department report acknowledged that excise taxes “often fell disproportionately on the 
less affluent.” 
 
Until 1937, New Deal revenue from excise taxes exceeded the combined revenue from both personal income 
taxes and corporate income taxes. It wasn’t until 1942, in the midst of World War II, that income taxes exceeded 
excise taxes for the first time under FDR. Consumers had less money to spend, and employers had less money 
for growth and jobs. 
 
New Deal taxes were major job destroyers during the 1930s, prolonging unemployment that averaged 17%. 
Higher business taxes meant that employers had less money for growth and jobs. Social Security excise taxes on 
payrolls made it more expensive for employers to hire people, which discouraged hiring. 
 
Other New Deal programs destroyed jobs, too. For example, the National Industrial Recovery Act (1933) cut 
back production and forced wages above market levels, making it more expensive for employers to hire people - 
blacks alone were estimated to have lost some 500,000 jobs because of the National Industrial Recovery Act. 
The Agricultural Adjustment Act (1933) cut back farm production and devastated black tenant farmers who 
needed work. The National Labor Relations Act (1935) gave unions monopoly bargaining power in workplaces 
and led to violent strikes and compulsory unionization of mass production industries. Unions secured above-
market wages, triggering big layoffs and helping to usher in the depression of 1938. 
 
What about the good supposedly done by New Deal spending programs? These didn’t increase the number of 
jobs in the economy, because the money spent on New Deal projects came from taxpayers who consequently 
had less money to spend on food, coats, cars, books and other things that would have stimulated the economy. 
This is a classic case of the seen versus the unseen — we can see the jobs created by New Deal spending, but we 
cannot see jobs destroyed by New Deal taxing. 
 
For defenders of the New Deal, perhaps the most embarrassing revelation about New Deal spending programs is 
they channeled money AWAY from the South, the poorest region in the United States. The largest share of New 
Deal spending and loan programs went to political “swing” states in the West and East - where incomes were at 
least 60% higher than in the South. As an incumbent, FDR didn’t see any point giving much money to the South 
where voters were already overwhelmingly on his side. 



 
Americans needed bargains, but FDR hammered consumers — and millions had little money. His National 
Industrial Recovery Act forced consumers to pay above-market prices for goods and services, and the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act forced Americans to pay more for food. Moreover, FDR banned discounting by 
signing the Anti-Chain Store Act (1936) and the Retail Price Maintenance Act (1937). 
 
Poor people suffered from other high-minded New Deal policies like the Tennessee Valley Authority monopoly. 
Its dams flooded an estimated 750,000 acres, an area about the size of Rhode Island, and TVA agents 
dispossessed thousands of people. Poor black sharecroppers, who didn’t own property, got no compensation. 
 
FDR might not have intended to harm millions of poor people, but that’s what happened. We should evaluate 
government policies according to their actual consequences, not their good intentions. 
 

 
 
HOMEWORK: 
 
In both of their articles, Allan M. Winkler and Jim Powell discuss the successes and failures of FDR’s New 
Deal. Below summarize each of their arguments in a few sentences. Then based on the evidence they present 
come to your own conclusion, overall was the New Deal a success or a failure? Use specific evidence from the 
articles above. 


